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Abstract 
 

Most real life situations need some sort of approximation to fit 
mathematical models. The beauty of using topology in approximation is achieved 
via obtaining approximation for qualitative subsets without coding or using 
assumption. The aim of this paper is to apply near concepts in the approximation 
spaces. The basic notions of near approximations are introduced and sufficiently 
illustrated. Near approximations considered as mathematical tools to modify the 
approximations of sets. Moreover, proved results, examples and counter examples 
are provided. 
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1 Introduction 

 
One of the most powerful notions in system analysis is the concept of 

topological structures [7] and their generalizations. Many works have appeared 
recently for example in structural analysis [8], in chemistry [17], and physics [5]. 
The purpose of the present work is to put a starting point for the applications of 
abstract topological theory into rough set analysis. Rough set theory, introduced 
by Pawlak in 1982 [14], is a mathematical tool that supports also the uncertainty 
reasoning but qualitatively. In this paper, we shall integrate some ideas in terms of 
concepts in topology. Topology is a branch of mathematics, whose concepts exist 
not only in almost all branches of mathematics, but also in many real life 
applications. We believe that topological structure will be an important base for 
modification of knowledge extraction and processing. 
 
 
2 Preliminaries 

 
This section presents a review of some fundamental notions of topological 

spaces and rough set theory. 
A topological space [7] is a pair ( )τ,X  consisting of a set X  and family τ  

of subsets of X  satisfying the following conditions: 
 

(T1) τφ ∈  and τ∈X . 
(T2) τ  is closed under arbitrary union. 
(T3) τ  is closed under finite intersection. 
 

Throughout this paper ( )τ,X  denotes a topological space, the elements of 
X  are called points of the space, the subsets of X  belonging to τ  are called open 
sets in the space, the complement of the subsets of X  belonging to τ  are called 
closed sets in the space, and the family of all −τ closed subsets of X  is denoted 
by *τ ; the family τ  of open subsets of X  is also called a topology for X . 

A family τ⊆Β  is called a base for ( )τ,X  iff every nonempty open subset 
of X  can be represented as a union of subfamily of  Β . Clearly, a topological 
space can have many bases. A family τ⊆S  is called a subbase iff the family of 
all finite intersections is a base for ( )τ,X . 
 

The τ -closure of a subset XA ⊆  is denoted by −A   and is given by 
}and:{ *τ∈⊆⊆∩=− FFAXFA . Evidently, −A  is the smallest closed subset 

of X  which contains A . Note that A  is closed iff −= AA . 
 

The τ -interior of a subset XA ⊆  is denoted by oA  and is given by 
}and:{ τ∈⊆⊆∪= GAGXGAo . Evidently, oA  is the union of all open subsets 

of X  which contained in A . Note that A  is open iff oAA = . The boundary of a 
subset XA ⊆  is denoted by bA  and is given by oAAAb −= − . 
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Motivation for rough set theory has come from the need to represent 
subsets of a universe in terms of equivalence classes of a partition of that 
universe. The partition characterizes a topological space, called approximation 
space ( )RXK ,= , where X  is a set called the universe and R  is an equivalence 
relation [10, 15]. The equivalence classes of R  are also known as the granules, 
elementary sets or blocks; we shall use XRx ⊆  to denote the equivalence class 
containing Xx∈ , and RX /  to denote the set of all elementary sets of R . In the 
approximation space, we consider two operators, the upper and lower 
approximations of subsets: Let XA ⊆ , then the upper approximation (resp. the 
lower approximation) of A  is given by 

 

{ }φ≠∩∈= ARXxAR x:  { }( )ARXxAR x ⊆∈= :resp. . 
 

In an approximation space ( )RXK ,= , if A  and B  are two subsets of X , 
then directly from the definitions of lower and upper approximations, we can get 
the following properties of the −R lower and −R upper approximations [15]: 

1) ARAAR ⊆⊆ . 
2) φφφ == RR  and XXRXR == . 
3) BRARBAR ∪=∪ )( . 
4) BRARBAR ∩=∩ )( . 
5) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR ⊆ . 
6) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR ⊆ . 
7) BRARBAR ∪⊇∪ )( . 
8) BRARBAR ∩⊆∩ )( . 

9) [ ] cc ARAR = . 
10) [ ] cc ARAR =)( . 
11) ARARRARR == . 
12) ARARRARR == . 

 
 
3 Generalization of Pawlak Approximation Space 

 
Pawlak noted that [16] the approximation space ( )RXK ,=  with 

equivalence relation R  defines a uniquely topological space ( )KX τ,  where Kτ  is 
the family of all clopen sets in ( )KX τ,  and RX /  is a base of Kτ . Moreover the 
lower ( resp. upper ) approximation of any subset XA ⊆  is exactly the interior    
( resp. closure ) of the subset A . In this section we shall generalize Pawlak’s 
concepts in the case of general relations. Hence the approximation space 

( )RXK ,=  with general relation R  defines a uniquely topological space ( )KX τ,   
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where Kτ  is the topology associated to K  (i.e. Kτ  is the family of all open sets in 
( )KX τ,  and RX /  is a subbase of Kτ ). We shall give this hypothesis in the 
following definition.  
 
Definition 3.1. Let ( )RXK ,=  be an approximation space with general relation 
R  and Kτ  is the topology associated to K . Then the triple ( )KRX τκ ,,=  is 
called a topologized approximation space. 
 
 The following definition introduces lower and upper approximations in a 
topologized approximation space ( )KRX τκ ,,= . 
 
Definition 3.2. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If 

XA⊆ , then the lower approximation (resp. upper approximation ) of A  is 
defined by 

oAAR =  (resp. −= AAR ). 
 

The following definition introduces new concepts of definability for   a 
subset XA⊆  in a topologized approximation space ( )KRX τκ ,,= . 
 
Definition 3.3. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If 

XA⊆ , then 
i) A  is totally −R definable (exact) set if ARAAR == , 

ii) A  is internally −R definable set if ARA = , ARA ≠ , 
iii) A  is externally −R definable set if ARA ≠ , ARA = , 
iv) A  is −R indefinable (rough) set if ARA ≠ , ARA ≠ . 

 
Proposition 3.1. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If A  
and B  are two subsets of X , then 

1) ARAAR ⊆⊆ . 
2) φφφ == RR  and XXRXR == . 
3) BRARBAR ∪=∪ )( . 
4) BRARBAR ∩=∩ )( . 
5) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR ⊆ . 
6) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR ⊆ . 
7) BRARBAR ∪⊇∪ )( . 
8) BRARBAR ∩⊆∩ )( . 

9) [ ] cc ARAR = . 
10) [ ] cc ARAR =)( . 
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Proof. By using properties of interior and closure, the proof is obvious.      □ 

 
The following example illustrates that properties (11 and 12) which 

introduced in Section 2 can not be applied for this new generalization. 
 
Example 3.1. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space such that 

},,,{ dcbaX =  and { }},{},{/ dbcRX = . Then 
{ }},{},{ dbc=S , { }, ,{ },{ , }X c b dφΒ = , 

{ }},,{},,{},{,, dcbdbcXK φτ = , and { }}{},,{},,,{,,* acadbaXK φτ = . 
Let },,{ cbaA =  and },,{ dbaB =  . Then 

},{},{ caARRcARARR === , 
thus ARRARARR ≠= . Also 

},{},,,{ dbBRRdbaBRBRR === , 
thus BRRBRBRR ≠= . 
 
Lemma 3.1 [6]. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space. Then 

( ) ( )cc AA −=
o  for all XA ⊆ . 

 
Lemma 3.2 [11]. Let A  and B  be two subsets of X  in a topological space 
( )τ,X . If A  is open, then ( )−− ∩⊆∩ BABA . 
 
Proposition 3.2. ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If A  and 
B  are two subsets of X , then 

1) ( ) BRARBAR −⊆− . 
2) ( ) BRARBAR −⊇− . 

 
Proof. 

1) We need to show that ( ) ooo BABA −⊆− . Now, 
cBABA ∩=− , then 

( ) ( ) ( )oooo cc BABABA ∩=∩=− . Thus by Lemma 3.1 we have 

( ) ( ) ooooo BABABABA c
−⊆−=∩=− −− . Therefore 

( ) ( ) BRARBABABAR −=−⊆−=− ooo . 
 

2) We need to show that ( ) −−− −⊇− BABA . Now, 

( )cBABA −−−− ∩=− , then by Lemma 3.1 we have 

( )ocBABA ∩=− −−− . Hence by Lemma 3.2 we have 
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( ) ( )( )
( )( )

( ) thus,−−

−
−

−
−−−

−=

∩=

∩⊆∩=−

BA

BA

BABABA
c

cc oo

 

( )−−− −⊆− BABA . Therefore 
( ) ( ) BRARBABABAR −=−⊇−=− −−− .      □ 

 
 
4 Near Lower and Near upper Approximations 

 
In this section, we study approximation spaces from topological view. We 

obtain some rules to find lower and upper approximations in several ways in 
approximation spaces with general relations. We shall recall some definitions 
about some classes of near open sets which are essential for our present study. 
Some forms of near open sets are introduced in the following definition. 
 
 
Definition 4.1. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space, then the subset XA⊆  is called: 

i) Regular open [18] ( briefly −r open ) if o−= AA . 
ii) Semi-open [9] ( briefly −s open ) if −⊆ oAA . 

iii) Pre-open [12] ( briefly −p open ) if o−⊆ AA . 
iv) γ  -open [4] ( = b-open [3] ) if oo −− ∪⊆ AAA . 
v) α -open [13] if oo −⊆ AA . 

vi) β -open [1] ( = semi-pre-open [2] ) if −−⊆ oAA . 
 
 
Notice 4.1. 

i) The complement of an −r open ( resp. −s open, −p open, γ -open, α -
open andβ -open ) set  is called  −r closed ( resp. −s closed, −p closed , 
γ -closed, α -closed and β -closed ) set . 

ii) The family of all −r open ( resp. −s open, −p open, γ -open, α -open and 
β -open) sets of ( )τ,X  is denoted by )(XRO  ( resp. )(XSO , )(XPO , 

)(XOγ , )(XOα  and )(XOβ  ). 
iii) The family of all −r closed ( resp. −s closed, −p closed, γ - closed, α - 

closed and β -closed ) sets of ( )τ,X  is denoted by )(XRC  (resp. )(XSC , 
)(XPC , )(XCγ , )(XCα  and )(XCβ  ). 

 
The aim of the following example is to illustrate the existence of spaces in 

which the above classes of near open sets and near closed sets are not coincided 
and are not the discrete structure.  
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Example 4.1. Let },,,{ dcbaX =  and { }},,{},{},,{,, dbadbaX φτ = . Then the 
classes of near open sets are 

 

{ }},{},{,,)( badXXRO φ=  
{ }{ }dbacbadcbadXXSO ,,},,,{},,{},,{},{,,)( φ=  

{
}},,{},,,{

},,,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,)(
dcbdca

dbadbdabadbaXXPO φ=

{
}},,{},,,{},,,{

},,,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,)(
dcbdcadba

cbadcdbdabadbaXXO φγ =
 

{ }{ }dbabadXXO ,,},,{},{,,)( φα =  
{

}.},,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,{},,{
},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,)(

dcbdcadbacbadcdb
cbdacabadbaXXO φβ =

 

 
From known results [1, 4] we have the following two remarks. We shall 

use the symbol " ⎯→⎯⊆ " instead of "⊆ " in the implications between sets.  
 
Remark 4.1. In a topological space ( )τ,X , the implications between τ  and the 
families of near open sets are given in the following diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remark 4.2. In a topological space ( )τ,X , the implications between *τ  and the 
families of near closed sets are given in the following diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The following definition is given to introduce the near interior of a subset 

A  of X  in a topological space ( )τ,X . 
Definition 4.2. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space and XA⊆ , then the near 
interior (briefly −j interior) of A  is denoted by ojA  for all },,,,,{ βαγpsrj∈  
and is defined by 

{ }: , is a open setjA G X G A G j=∪ ⊆ ⊆ −o . 
 
 

 
 )(XOS   
 

)()( XOXRO ατ ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ ⊆⊆  
 

  
)()( XOXO βγ ⎯→⎯⊆  

 )(XOP   
 

⎯→⎯
⊆

⎯→
⎯ ⊆

⎯→⎯
⊆

⎯→
⎯ ⊆

 
 )(XCS   
 

)()( * XCXRC ατ ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ ⊆⊆  
 

  
)()( XCXC βγ ⎯→⎯⊆  

 )(XCP   
 

⎯→⎯
⊆

⎯→
⎯ ⊆

⎯→⎯
⊆

⎯→
⎯ ⊆
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The aim of the following definition is to introduce the near closure of a 
subset A  of X  in a topological space ( )τ,X . 
 
Definition 4.3. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space and XA⊆ , then the near 
closure (briefly −j closure) of A  is denoted by −jA  for all },,,,,{ βαγpsrj∈  
and is defined by 

{ }: , is a closed setjA H X A H H j− =∩ ⊆ ⊆ − . 
 
 The following two definitions introduce near lower and near upper 
approximations in a topologized approximation space ( )KRX τκ ,,= . 
  
Definition 4.4. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If 

XA⊆ , then the near lower approximation (briefly −j lower approximation) of 
A  is denoted by AR j  and is defined by 

oj
j AAR = ,  where },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ . 

 
Definition 4.5. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If 

XA⊆ , then the near upper approximation (briefly −j upper approximation) of 
A  is denoted by AR j  and is defined by 

−= j
j AAR ,  where },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ . 

 
Proposition 4.1. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If 

XA⊆ , then 
},,,,{, βαγpsjARARAARAR jj ∈∀⊆⊆⊆⊆  and rj ≠ . 

 
Proof. We shall prove the proposition in the case of pj =  and the other cases can 
be proved similarly. Now, 

{ } { }
.

)(since,:)(:
AARA

XPOAGXPOGAGGAAR

p
p ⊆==

⊆⊆∈∪⊆⊆∈∪==
o

o ττ
 

(4.1) 
{ } { }

.

)(since,:)(: **

AARA

XPCFAXPCFFAFAAR

p
p ⊇==

⊆⊆∈∩⊇⊆∈∩==
−

− ττ
 

(4.2) 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we get .ARARAARAR pp ⊆⊆⊆⊆       □ 
 

In general the above proposition is not true in the case of rj =  as the 
following example illustrates. 
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Example 4.2. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space such that 

},,{ cbaX =  and { }},{},,{/ cbbaRX = ; Then 
{ }},{},,{ cbba=S , { }},{},,{},{ cbbab=Β  and { }},{},,{},{,, cbbabXK φτ = ;  

Hence },{)( φXXRO =  and },{)( XXRC φ= . If },{ caA = , then 
φ== oAAR , },{ caAAR == − , φ== or

r AAR  and XAAR r
r == − . 

Therefore ARAR r =  and ARAR r⊆ . 
 
Proposition 4.2. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If A  
and B  are two subsets of X , then for all },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ , 

1) φφφ == jj RR  and XXRXR jj == . 
2) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR jj ⊆ . 

3) If BA ⊆ , then BRAR jj ⊆ . 
4) BRARBAR jjj ∪⊇∪ )( . 

5) BRARBAR jjj ∪⊇∪ )( . 
6) BRARBAR jjj ∩⊆∩ )( . 

7) BRARBAR jjj ∩⊆∩ )( . 

8) [ ] c
j

c
j ARAR = . 

9) [ ] c
j

c
j ARAR =)( . 

 
Proof. By using properties of −j interior and −j closure for all 

},,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ , the proof is obvious.      □ 
 

In general, properties (3 and 4) which introduced in Section 2 can not be 
applied for −j lower and −j upper approximations, where },,,{ βγspj∈ . The 
following example illustrates this fact in the case of β=j . 
 
Example 4.3. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space such that 

},,,{ dcbaX =  and { }},{},{/ badRX = . Then 
{ }},{},{ bad=S , { }},{},{,, badX φ=Β , 
{ }},,{},,{},{,, dbabadXK φτ = , and hence 

{
},},,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,{},,{

},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,)(
dcbdcadbacbadcdb

cbdacabadbaXXO φβ =
 

{
}.}{},{},{},{},,{},,{

},,{},,{},,{},,{},,,{},,,{},,,{,,)(
abcdbaca

dacbdbdccbadcadcbXXC φβ =
 

If },{ caA =  and },{ cbB = . Then 
}{},{},{ ccbcaBRAR =∩=∩ ββ , but φβ =∩ )( BAR . 
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Thus BRARBAR βββ ∩≠∩ )( . Also, If },{ baA =  and },{ daB = . Then 

},,{},{},{ dbadabaBRAR =∪=∪ ββ , but XBAR =∪ )(β . 
Thus BRARBAR βββ ∪≠∪ )( . 
 

In general, properties (11 and 12) which introduced in Section 2 can not be 
applied for −j lower and −j upper approximations, where },,,{ βγspj∈ . The 
following example illustrates this fact in the case of β=j . 
 
Example 4.4. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be the topologized approximation space which 
is given in Example 4.3. If },,{ dbaA =  and }{cB = . Then 

XARRdbaARARR === βββββ },,,{ , 

thus ARRARARR βββββ ≠= . Also 

φβββββ === BRRcBRBRR },{ , 

hence BRRBRBRR βββββ ≠= . 
 
Lemma 4.1. Let A  be any subset of X  in a topological space ( )τ,X . Then 

( ) ( )cjjc AA −=
o  for all },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ . 

 
Proof. 

Let XA ⊆ , then for all },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈  we get 

( ) { }
{

}
( ) .

and
setopenais:
andsetclosedais:

oj

jcj

AX

AXFX
jFXXFX

FAjFXFXAXA

−=

−⊆−
−−⊆−∪=

⊆−⊆∩−=−= −−

 

Thus ( ) ( )cjjc AA −=
o .      □ 

Proposition 4.3. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be a topologized approximation space. If A  
and B  are two subsets of X , then 

( ) BRARBAR jjj −⊆− ,  for all },,,,,{ βαγsprj∈ . 
 
Proof. 

We need to show that ( ) ooo BABA −⊆− . Now, 
cBABA ∩=− , then 

( ) ( ) ( ) oooo jcjjcj BABABA ∩⊆∩=− . Thus by Lemma 4.1 we have 

( ) ( ) ooooo jjjjcjjj BABABABA −⊆−=∩⊆− −− . Therefore 
( ) ( ) BRARBABABAR jj

jjj
j −=−⊆−=− ooo .      □ 
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In general, part (2) in Proposition 3.2 can not be applied for −j upper 

approximation for all },,,,{ βγsprj∈ . Example 4.5 (resp. Example 4.6) 
illustrates that part (2) in Proposition 3.2 can not be applied in the case of β=j  
(resp. rj = ). 
 
Example 4.5. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be the topologized approximation space which 
is given in Example 4.3.  If },,{ dbaA =  and },{ baB =  . Then 

( ) }{}{ ddRBAR ==− ββ , but },{},{ dcbaXBRAR =−=− ββ . 
Hence ( ) BRARBAR βββ −⊆− . 
 
Example 4.6. Let ( )KRX τκ ,,=  be the topologized approximation space which 
is given in Example 4.3.  If }{aA =  and }{cB =  . Then 

( ) φφ ==− rr RBAR , but },{}{},,{ baccbaBRAR rr =−=− . 
Hence ( ) BRARBAR rrr −⊆− . 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
 
      In this paper, we used topological concepts to introduce a generalization of 
Pawlak approximation space. Concepts of definability for subsets in topologized 
approximation spaces are introduced. Several types of approximations which 
called near approximations are mathematical tools to modify the approximations. 
The suggested methods of near approximations open way for constructing new 
types of lower and upper approximations. 
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